Regarding: G20 Plans for Infrastructure Finance

March 9, 2015

Dear President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, President of the G20:

Overview

The undersigned individuals are concerned citizens, farmers, scientists, authors, philanthropists, Indigenous leaders, and opinion setters. Many are knowledgeable leaders who have experience with ecological and economic issues including large infrastructure projects, especially in such critical areas as transportation, energy, agriculture, forests, and water. We are deeply concerned about the G20’s focus on mobilizing as much as $60-70 trillion dollars of investments in large infrastructure projects over the next 15 years. The Economist magazine has called this “the biggest investment boom in history.” Hence we are writing to you and the other nineteen country leaders.

We understand that the G20 nations are pursuing mega-infrastructure as a coordinated strategy to stimulate a sluggish global economy. We recognize and appreciate the need to promote global economic and political stability and to broaden access to the fruits of modern society, particularly to the neediest populations and communities. While there are several noble statements in the written goals of the G20 Presidency, there is much that we find deeply alarming. This letter lays out our concerns with the current approach, offering suggestions on changing the economic model, and pointing to new scientific findings on the kind of infrastructure that would support a new ecologically minded economic model. This unprecedented level of investment in a 21st century economy must be approached with the highest sense of scrutiny and analysis. Our survival, or our quality of life, may directly depend on the decisions these investments will set in motion.

A Problematic Economic Model, Planetary Life-Support, & Model Changes

Corporate-led economic globalization hasn’t delivered nearly enough for at least two of the more than seven billion people on Earth. It has transferred and consolidated power, effectively crippling the people’s governing rights. It has concentrated wealth within the top 1 percent and caused record-setting gaps between rich and poor. While many accomplishments have been made in raising living standards and advancing technologies, they have also come at a great price to the health of the planet. Many such accomplishments are not sustainable for another century; let alone for the next few thousand years. The latest projections from the United Nations Population Division are positively frightening—up to 12 billion people by 2100. This must be addressed. If in the next two to five decades the Earth’s temperature rises from two to four degrees centigrade, industrial agriculture will largely fail as will much of our current global food delivery systems. This will be an incalculable tragedy for millions if not billions and much of the web of life. Developing more infrastructure in support of this failed economic model is doubling down on a dangerous vision. We must not lock-in problematic technologies for generations to come.

The G20 infrastructure framework and action plans could hasten global warming beyond the two degree centigrade average rise that sovereign nations will seek to stay below at the climate meetings this December in Paris. Should the G20 facilitate the wrong path at its November meetings in Turkey this could nullify any gains made in Paris as well as the upcoming UN Sustainable Development Goals.

The G20 must ask the most important questions as to whether these new mega-infrastructure projects will help to heal the Earth or seriously damage life-support systems causing modern civilization to further transgress the carrying capacity of what makes life possible. There is no vibrant economy or coveted economic growth on a nearly exhausted planet. As the head of a sovereign state it is your duty to support all life for the long-term. We recommend that you seek top advisors

1 The current G20 Presidency is with Turkey, but switches to China December 1st, 2015. The goals.
with commensurate political power who understand earth systems. If corporate executives and finance ministers drive this agenda with a flawed ideology, our future may be doomed to rapid ecological deterioration with limited chance for recovery.

**PPP & Financing Concerns**

The G20 infrastructure framework relies heavily on public-private partnerships (PPPs) to build these mega projects. What is particularly problematic is that the G20 is promoting a financing model that will use alternative investment to offset the risks to partnering private firms. Allowing both public money and outside groups to invest in large-scale infrastructure partnerships will enable financial institutions to sell investors new “financial instruments or financial products” consisting of a portfolio of PPPs. Such packages of big projects bear a scary resemblance to financial schemes involved in the sub-prime mortgage bundles that caused the global economic meltdown of 2008.

This financialization of infrastructure will enable risky assets to be packaged with safe ones so that investors do not know the real value of the product they are investing in. Of special concern is the plan for expanded use of public money (taxes, pension funds, and aid) to offset the risks involved in huge projects. Reliance on PPPs neglects the poor track record of accountability and failed mega infrastructure projects.

Much of the corporate profit is falsely realized because they externalize the ecological and social costs onto the backs of other people and ecological systems. Examples include air pollution, intensified disturbance of weather patterns emissions of Greenhouse Gases (GHGs), and runoff of chemicals into freshwater systems and oceans. The current economic model privatizes the profit while socializing the risk (i.e. financial cost and damage to the planet).

Furthermore, studies show that for the past 70 years, nine out of ten infrastructure projects have experienced cost overruns, delays, and benefit shortfalls. This dismal track record is not improving. Oxford University Professor Bent Flyvbjerg has prepared scholarly papers providing more in depth information on these issues, including “Survival of the unfittest: why the worst infrastructure gets built—and what we can do about it.”

Trillions of dollars spent in pursuit of typical mega-projects in the energy, transportation, agriculture, and water sectors could put in place infrastructure that eliminates wildlife habitat, destroys fisheries, undermines vital ecosystems, and further destabilizes the Earth’s climate. This process is beset with other problems like corruption, cost overruns, fiscal accountability, and human rights abuses. The highest environmental and social safeguards should apply to any and all finance arrangements. Privatization of infrastructure is the wrong direction.

**Infrastructure: Old or New?**

New general principles must be taken into account on every large infrastructure project. For example, every publicly funded investment should help to expand the highest environmental performance standards, assist in reducing GHG emissions (including the 15% annually that come from deforestation) and render runaway climate destabilization less likely. This would mean no industrial agriculture (or related infrastructure) projects should be funded that erode existing farm and forest land or contribute to additional nitrogen or phosphorus runoff or increasing atmospheric temperature levels.

Listed below are criteria for evaluating large infrastructure projects—criteria that if followed, could lead to a shift away from the business-as-usual approach to infrastructure in energy, transportation, water, and agriculture towards ecologically sustainable methods.

**Transportation:** Dramatically divergent choices confront global transportation policy: whether to put more money into cars, trucks, and highways or to emphasize mass-transportation and improved passenger and freight railroads. The lowest impact choices such as walkability, bikeability, and public transit in our urban areas do not typically fit into a mega-project framework. Highway spending primarily to service the automobile has taken the vast majority (80 percent) of the U.S. transportation budget.
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Energy: As with transportation, the most beneficial choices in energy from a planetary survival standpoint do not fit into a mega-project framework. Wind and rooftop solar are fundamentally decentralized technologies, less vulnerable to weather disasters and sabotage, not dependent on water, and avoid conflicts from a shortage of fuel.

Water: As climate destabilization intensifies, hydrological cycles of the past are disrupted with increasing flood/drought episodes. Relying on infrastructure such as large dams whose economic justifications depend on water flow records of the past is economic folly. Dams are a major source of greenhouse gas emissions, and are responsible for one-fourth of human-caused methane releases\(^3\). Furthermore, dams can destroy vital carbon sinks such as rainforests, which exacerbates the GHG buildup, reduce vital habitat, and lead species extinction. Tropical rainforests are the heart of the planet, pumping life force into the metabolism of the biosphere.

The large GIBE III dam presently being built in Ethiopia illustrates the wrong kind of infrastructure project. It will displace several hundred thousand farmers in Ethiopia, send water for irrigation out of the Omo River Basin, and will destroy Lake Turkana, the world’s largest desert lake, which provides fisheries and livelihood for several hundred thousand Kenyans.

Agriculture: The nitrogen/phosphorus cycle is one of the nine planetary boundaries (life-support systems)\(^4\) already in a condition outside of the safe operating zone. Such chemical and waste runoff is also responsible for significantly contributing to over 400 dead zones in the already acidifying oceans, which are the base of the food chain. Large agricultural projects could come in the form of mega-dams that would supply irrigation. Project investment packages could include massive fertilizer plants to service giant monocultures such as oil palm, sugar cane, corn and soybean plantations and animal feeding operations along with large harbor projects to serve as global export points for this industrial agriculture. It is vital that all new agricultural infrastructure deal with the serious global situations associated with excessive and unsustainable nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizer impacts.

Conclusion

We are at a critical moment where two strategies to steer future infrastructure are diverging. One path could lead to smaller-scale, ecologically smarter and more flexible systems that could be maintained and without damaging life-support ecosystems on the Earth. By contrast, the proposed path of the G20 appears headed toward the replication and intensification of numerous unsustainable projects that will cause human civilization to further exceed the Earth’s carrying capacity. Each year we are already consuming about one-and-a-half planets’ worth of resources. Infrastructure choices need to be made to alleviate rather than exacerbate this situation. That requires changes in our overall economic model. We summarize with these main points:

- The most serious threat of our day is the demise of the biosphere’s life-support systems, including climate change, biodiversity loss, ocean acidification, and an overloaded nitrogen/phosphorus cycle.
- Catastrophic damage to Earth systems (planetary boundaries) would destroy the economy, social stability, and much of the web of life.
- Current governance decision patterns (nationally and globally) fall far short of the steps needed to restore ecological sanity and planetary health. Short-term political expediency and a business-as-usual attitude (from most business leaders including the B20\(^5\)) will not help us shift toward ecologically resilient economies.
- The precautionary approach and bold action is called for now, not in two or four decades. The accelerating transgression of planetary boundaries must be reversed.

---


4 This brief overview of Planetary Boundaries gives a short description of this scientific approach to the planet’s life support systems and carrying capacity. While not a perfect tool, it is a helpful framework.

5 The B20 are leading independent big business leaders and associations that advise the G20 in a formal relationship.
The current G20 plans will advance old-school global infrastructure that would lock us into two to four decades of ecologically destructive projects with massive GHG emissions.

In contrast, bold new infrastructure directions could spur job creation, and provide for an important shift in the economic model, away from industrial agriculture and towards productive and sustainable agroecological farming worldwide.

The infrastructure and institutions of continental and sub-regional markets are key as regional food self-reliance is a fundamental component of adaptation to climate change.

The new economic model will employ meaningful full-cost accounting, factoring pollution impacts (externalities) into reviews of alternatives and into final decisions. The point is not to internalize pollution externalities, but to eliminate most of those impacts in the first place.

If we act now in these already proven ways, we may avoid the worst outcomes and be able to work to adapt to the already damaged global weather systems and diminished web of life.

The G20 can help make the economic model shift that includes at the outset an infrastructure that supports the new model from the outset. Ecologically informed public governance is essential in order to help solve these problems.

To be clear about the need for fundamental changes in the economic model we note these main points:

- **Carrying Capacity Analysis & Protection**: The economy needs institutions with the power to ratchet down or shift economic activity when carrying capacity limits are being approached. We cannot continue to overshoot the planetary boundaries by over drafting aquifers, polluting air and water, and destroying habitat. Mandatory disclosure of ecological impacts that are third party certified and show how they affect the nine planetary boundaries would advance this goal.

- **A True Cost Economy**: Full cost accounting rules expose ecological impacts (externalities). Implementing the existing IMF and G20 commitments to eliminate ecologically perverse subsidies to oil and gas is further enabled there is a big drop in energy prices. If adopted, renewable energy would already be cheaper than fossil fuels or nuclear energy. Subsidies distort markets by hiding risk. Four of the nine Planetary Boundaries are already surpassed. Projects that further exceed the already overstressed Planetary Boundary system should not be funded with public or private money.

- **Continental/Regional Self-Reliance**: Self-reliance in basic needs (food/clothing/shelter) and comfort items should be maximized at the continental and sub-region level. A model of continental networks of regional economies that produce most of what people need. This model fosters resilience and local jobs for local markets. While global trade will always be necessary, the infrastructure investment for increased self-reliance is a higher order priority. This would be even more critical if we a two or three degree average temperature rise occurs. As a start, much of the external aid should be used to increase regional self-reliance and promote compassion for others in need.

The undersigned individuals and organizations urge the G20 nations to:

1. Rethink the proposed 80 trillion dollars of industrial infrastructure spending in light of the last seven decades and a 90 percent failure rate of such projects to provide accurate cost estimates, completion dates, and benefit projections.

2. Adopt the Flyvbjerg proposal to correct this failure:\(^6\): appoint an independent body to compare any proposed infrastructure project to the historical record of project types of this size on cost estimates, completion dates, and benefit projections. Do not support projects that are way outside of the historic range.

---

3. Schedule time at the November 15th – 16th annual meeting in Turkey to discuss significant changes to the economic model in the directions we have highlighted.

4. Educate each other in the Planetary Boundaries scientific framework and consider creating and supporting institutions with tools and approaches to assess ecological carrying capacity on each continent, sub-region and country and provide policy guidance for the shift to sufficiency. It could be called: “Continental - Local Carrying Capacity Analysis & Protection Institutes”.

5. Formally adopt as design principles that projects must be:
   a. Comprehensive — Applies a whole systems approach to all facets of the design and development process; aims to simultaneously address multiple goals, requirements, conditions and issues;
   b. Anticipatory — Factoring in critical future trends and needs as well as projected impacts of implementation in the short and long term;
   c. Ecologically responsible — Reflecting nature’s underlying principles while enhancing the Earth’s life-support systems;
   d. Feasible — Relying on current know-how, tested/acceptable technology and existing resources;
   e. Verifiable — Able to withstand rigorous empirical testing;
   f. Replicable — Able to scale and adapt to a broad range of conditions.

6. Clarify the types of infrastructure that would support the new approach and fund those projects. For example: No further coal power plants should be built and all existing ones should be phased out as soon as renewables (including geothermal) can replace them, followed by oil and gas infrastructure.

7. Review possible ways to foster mandatory corporate disclosure of ecological impacts.

8. Require ecologically perverse subsidies to be “shadow priced” when comparing alternative investments.

9. Incorporate The Nine Important Issues For "Reducing the global environmental impacts of rapid infrastructure expansion" Details of these nine points are in this important report that the scientists from around the world have put forth. The maps & criteria are important worldwide planning tools showing where roads can be built to expand commerce and not undercut ecological values.

10. Follow the UN FAO’s lead and hold a series of high level discussions on how to shift from industrial agriculture for global markets to agroecological models primarily for regional/continental markets. Work with the

---

8 Adapted slightly from the Buckminster Fuller Institute Challenge design criteria.

8 The G20, as has the IMF, has formally committed to phasing out fossil-fuel and other perverse subsidies. Such subsidies include tax exemptions, government loans, price guarantees, and special contract terms. More implementation action is needed.

9 This report shows, for example, where roads could have the greatest benefits for humankind, especially for increasing food production. "Reducing the global environmental impacts of rapid infrastructure expansion", William F. Laurance, Anna Peletier-Jellem, Bart Geenen, Harko Koster, Pita Verweij, Pitou Van Dijck, Thomas E. Lovejoy, Judith Schleicher, and Marijke Van Kuijk. Current Biology 5 March 2015. The Guardian’s March 5th article provides an overview of the report.
Millennium Institute\textsuperscript{10} to explore implementation options for ecologically sustainable ways to nourish people with healthy, affordable and sufficient food.

11. Take special note of the many suggestions and petitions previously submitted by civil society\textsuperscript{11}, including phasing out fossil-fuel subsidies, transparency, community/gender participation, and ‘bottom up’ project identification.

12. Work to harmonize ecological safeguard policies and national environmental laws UPWARD, incorporating the Planetary Boundaries framework. Work to get all public and private finance institutions to do the same, especially new multi-lateral financial institutions such as those initiated by China and Brazil.

We are in the midst of a deep planetary emergency. We are in general agreement with this letter. A holistic approach starts with an active respect for the earth systems science. Ecological wisdom and support for the entire web of life is what shows both short-term and long-term compassion for all people, as nature ultimately nourishes all things.

CC: Secretary Jacob Lew


Respectfully,

Randy Hayes Executive Director Foundation Earth. Washington, DC USA
Brent Blackwelder Vice-Chair Foundation Earth. Washington, DC USA
Hans R Herren President & CEO Millennium Institute and Biovision Foundation. Washington, DC USA
Winona LaDuke Honor the Earth, Native American Author. White Earth Nation, North America
Herman Daly Economist, Author, Professor Emeritus, University of Maryland, USA
Vandana Shiva Physicist and Author, India
Joji Cariño Director, Forest Peoples Programme. Former Commissioner at the World Commission on Dams. United Kingdom & Philippines
William F. Laurance FAAAS, Distinguished Research Professor & Australian Laureate Prince Bernhard Chair in International Nature Conservation Director of the Centre for Tropical Environmental and Sustainability Science (TESS) Australia
Timothy E Wirth Vice-Chair, UN Foundation; Member, United States Senate and House, 1975-1993, President of United Nations Foundation, 1998-2013; Undersecretary of State, 1993-1997. USA
Lester R. Brown President Earth Policy Institute. Washington, DC USA
Anne H. Ehrlich Sr. research scientist emerita, Stanford University, fellow American Academy of Arts & Sciences.
Paul R. Ehrlich Bing Professor of Population Studies, President, Center for Conservation Biology Department of Biology, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-5020 Adjunct Professor, University of Technology, Sydney Honorary Professor, Sichuan University, Member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Member, American Philosophical Society, Foreign Member, Royal Society, Crafoord Laureate, Heiniken Laureate, Tyler, Laureate, Blue Planet Laureate. Stanford, California USA
Dr. Priya Davidar FAAAS, Professor at Pondicherry University, Pondicherry, India
Club of Rome Hunter Lovins, USA
Graeme Maxton, United Kingdom
Ernst von Weizsaecker, Germany
Anders Wijkman, Sweden
Rodolfo Dirzo Bing Professor in Environmental Science, and Director Center for Latin American Studies, Stanford University Member of the USA National Academy of Sciences


\textsuperscript{11} “C20 Position Paper Background: Infrastructure” in 2014 is an excellent start. C20 has a civil society advisory function to the G20.
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Mark Ashton
Morris K. Jesup Professor of Silviculture and Forest Ecology, Director of School Forests
PI The Environmental Leadership and Training Initiative, Yale University

Philip M. Fearnside
Research Professor Department of Environmental Dynamics, National Institute for Research in the Amazon (INPA), Brazil

Peter H. Raven
FMRS, President Emeritus, Missouri Botanical Garden, former Home Secretary, U.S. National Academy of Sciences, member or foreign member of academies of Australia, Brazil, China, India, Mexico, Russia among others; Former president, A.A.A.S; U.S. National Medal of Science. USA

Stuart Pimm
Doris Duke Professor of Conservation, Nicholas School of the Environment, Duke University. USA

Carlos Peres
Professor of Conservation Ecology, School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia, United Kingdom

Sir Ghillean Prance
Professor, D. Phil, FRS, FLS, FSB, VMH, Director Emeritus, Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew, UK

Prof.’ Georgina Mace
CBE FRS, Centre for Biodiversity & Environment Research (CBER), Department of Genetics, Evolution & Environment, University College London, United Kingdom

K. Ullas Karanth PH.D.
F.A.Sc., Director for Science-Asia, Wildlife Conservation Society, New York & Director, Centre for Wildlife Studies, Bengaluru, India

Susan Laurance
Associate Professor, Tropical Leader & ARC Future Fellow Past President, Association for Tropical Biology and Conservation James Cook University, Cairns, Queensland, Australia

Tim Caro
FLS (Fellow of the Linnean Society), Professor of Wildlife Biology, University of California at Davis. USA

Prof. David Lindenmayer BSc, Dip. Ed., Ph.D., DSc, FAA (Fellow of Australian Academy), ARC Laureate Fellow (2013-2018), Order of Australia (AO - 2014)

Dr James Watson
Principle Research Fellow (University of Queensland), Director, Science and Research Initiative (Wildlife Conservation Society). President-elect, Society for Conservation Biology, Co-Chair, IUCN’s climate change specialist group

Gabriella Fredriksson
PhD, Tapanuli Programme Manager, PanEco, Yayasan Ekosistem Lestari Sumatran Orangutan Conservation Programme, Indonesia

Antonio Donato Nobre PhD, Visiting Scientist at the Center for Earth System Science (INPE) Senior Scientist of INPA “The Future Climate of the Amazon”, Brazil

Dr. Jatna Supriatna
Director, Research Center for Climate Change, University of Indonesia Chairman, UN SDSN Indonesia

Gretchen C. Daily
Bing Professor of Environmental Science Stanford University. USA

Hillary Brown
FAIA Author, “Next Generation Infrastructure,” Principal, New Civic Works. New York, USA

David Suzuki
Emeritus Professor, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

Andy Kimbrell
Executive Director Center for Food Safety, Author. Washington, DC USA

Dan Imhoff
CEO & Board Chair, Watershed Media, Author; California, USA

Rhea Landig
Executive Director Species Alliance, New Jersey, USA

Rex Weyler
Author, co-founder of Greenpeace International. Canada

Rupert Sheldrake, PhD
Fellow, Schumacher College, Dartington, Devon, Winner of the 2014 Bridgebuilder Award. United Kingdom

Tom Hayden
California State Senator (retired), Author & Professor. California, USA

Mathis Wackernagel
President Global Footprint Network. USA & Switzerland

Mary Evelyn Tucker
Forum on Religion and Ecology at Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies. USA

Barbara Pyle
Filmmaker, Sasakawa Laureate, Executive Producer of Captain Planet. Georgia, USA

William E. Rees, PhD
FRSC, Prof Emeritus University of British Columbia, Canada

Wade Davis
BC Leadership Chair in Cultures and Ecosystems at Risk, Professor of Anthropology
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Faculty Associate, Liu Institute for Global Issues, University of British Columbia. Canada

Wes Jackson
President The Land Institute. Kansas, USA

Van Jones
President, The Dream Corps. California USA

AlexanderLikhtotal
President Green Cross International, Club of Rome Member. Russia

Dal LaMagna CEO
IceStone, New York City, New York, USA

Marion Hunt
RA Hunt Foundation Trustee & Program Officer, environment. New York City, New York, USA

Kenneth Cook
President Environmental Working Group. USA

Lauren T. Klein
Master Gardener, UCCE Marin Community Garden Program Coordinator. California, USA

Jigar Shah
CEO Jigar Shah Consulting. Washington, DC, USA

Brian Staszenski
CEO Global Resource Efficiency Services. Alberta, Canada

Pratt Remmel, Jr.
Arkansas Environmental Advocates. USA

Eric Utne
Author, Founder Utne Reader. Minnesota, USA

Osprey Orielle Lake
Founder/Executive Director Women’s Earth and Climate Action Network (WECAN). USA

Mike Roselle
CEO Climate Ground Zero, Earth First! Co-founder. Coal River, West Virginia, USA

Tom Athanasiou
CEO EcoEquity. California, USA

Bill Twist
President, Pachamama Alliance. San Francisco, California, USA

Harriett Crosby
Friends of the Earth USA, Board of Directors Secretary. Washington, DC, USA

Asher Miller
Executive Director Post Carbon Institute. California, USA

Richard Heinberg
Senior Fellow Post Carbon Institute, Author. California, USA

Allan Badiner
Contributing Editor Tricycle magazine & Board of Rainforest Action Network. California, USA

Tom Weis
President Climate Crisis Solutions. Colorado, USA

Todd Steiner
Executive Director Turtle Island Restoration Network. California, USA

Catherine Caufield
Author, “In the Rainforest”. California, USA

Sandra L. Postel
Author, Fellow of the National Geographic Society. USA

Paul Gilding
Author “The Great Disruption”. Australia

Wes ‘Scoop’ Nisker
Author, Performer, Buddhist Teacher. California, USA

Lindsey Allen
Executive Director, Rainforest Action Network. California, USA

Renée G. Soule
Eco-Psychologist, Sustainable World Coalition. California, USA

Annie Leonard
Executive Director Greenpeace USA. California, USA

Andy Lipkis
Founder and President TreePeople. California, USA

Vinit Allen
Executive Director Sustainable World Coalition. California, USA

Michael H. Shuman
Adjunct, Simon Fraser University Community Economic Development Program. Founding Board Member, Business Alliance for Local Living Economies; Author, “Local Dollars, Local Sense: How to Shift Your Money from Wall Street to Main Street and Achieve Real Prosperity” Vancouver

Tom Butler
Foundation for Deep Ecology. Vermont, USA

Norton Smith
Treasurer Whole Systems Foundation. Oregon, USA

Joanna Macy
Activist, Author, Root Teacher of the Work That Reconnects. California, USA

Deepak Chopra
Author, USA & India

Paulette Cole
CEO, Owner and Creative Director, ABC Carpet & Home, Inc.

Peter Lipman
Chair, Transition Network. United Kingdom

Ed Barry
Director, Sustainable World Initiative. USA

Bonnie Raitt
Musician/Activist. California, USA

John Passacantando
Former Executive Director Greenpeace US. Washington, DC, USA

Captain Paul Watson
Founder of Sea Shepherd Conservation Society

-End-